Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Rapid advances in data collection, data mining has evolved as active research area challenges and practical implementations associated with the problem of extracting interesting patterns from heterogeneous databases and real world dataset. Data mining can be simply defined as the extraction / mining of knowledge from large repositories data. Various algorithms and techniques like Classification, Clustering, Association Rules, Decision Trees, Genetic Algorithm, Nearest Neighbor method are used for knowledge discovery from huge databases. Now-a-days, lattice theory combined with data mining under the framework of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) has made mathematical computational view for knowledge visualization representation and knowledge discovery.
Formal Concept Analysis is an unsupervised learning technique for conceptual clustering. Here in this paper the notion of concept lattices show the use in Knowledge Discovery. For dimensionality reduction can be made in two different ways: by only keeping the most relevant variables from the original dataset , this technique is called feature selection or by exploiting the redundancy of the input data and by finding a smaller set of new variables, each being a combination of the input variables .
PROBLEM STATEMENT
FCA reflects quite well for exploring hierarchies for classifying, clustering , establishing relationships. But the problem is that, concepts contain redundant information that exists in intent and extent can attribute reduce labeling helps in decomposition of a context and find the relationships .
BACKGROUND

Formal Concept Analysis
R. Wille has introduced Formal Concept Analysis(FCA) .
FCA can be applied in many fields like mathematical computer science, biological science, psychology, sociology, anthropology ,medicine . Concept Data Analysis is a method of data analysis across heterogeneous domains, the entire data is expressed and is described by the relationship between a pair of elements or transactions and for a particular set of data items. The inherent features of FCA is the combining the three basic elements of conceptual processing of data and knowledge, discovery and reasoning with concepts, data discovery and understanding with reasoning and dependencies among data sets and presentation of the data concepts visually. Combination and visualization of these components makes FCA a powerful technique in data engineering which can be applied to various real-world data.
A concept consists of two parts extension and intension. The extension contains all objects belonging to the particular concept and the intension contains all attributes required and used for all the objects . Objects and attributes establish relations and sub-relation among the concepts hierarchical manner "Sub-concept-Super-Concept" relation between concepts the implication between attributes and the incidence relation among the "an object has an attribute".
Partial Order and Lattices
Let (P 1 , ≤) be an ordered set and S is the subset of P 1 . A partial order on P 1 is a binary relation ≤, such that for all { x, y, z} belongs to P 1 the relation is which satisfies the following properties: 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Contexts and Concepts
Formal context in FCA is a triplet (O,A,R) where O is a set of objects ,A is a set of attributes and R is the incidence relation the binary relation R ⊆ O × A shows which objects posses which attributes . Predicate gRm denotes object g having attribute m. For subsets of objects and attributes A ⊆ O and B ⊆ A galois operators are defined as A attrib ={m ∈ A | ∀ g ∈ A (gRm)} B objects ={g ∈ O | ∀ m ∈ B (gRm)} The set of attributes for an object can be represented by the binary vector denoted by 0/1 depending on the availability of the attribute for the particular object. 
Table1-Objects and
Dimensionality Reduction
Dimensionality reduction is the process of reducing the number volume of data into small subset of the original data .The main objective of this method is to find a minimum set of attributes and the resulting can be categorized into feature selection and feature extraction. Attribute subset selection reduces the data size by removing or extracting irrelevant or redundant attributes. Data reduction play very important role in data mining .The main strategies for data reduction consists of data cube aggregation, attribute sub-set selection , numerosity reduction and data discretization.
Boolean Matrix Factorizations
To decompose the large data into smaller units of data Boolean Matrix factorizations is commonly used method used for knowledge extraction in data mining. When the input data is binary (0/1), replacing true or false values with the standard matrix multiplication with Boolean matrix multiplication produces more results. Finding a good Boolean decomposition is known to be computationally hard, with even many sub-problems being hard to approximate. Many real-world data sets are sparse and discreate , and it is often required that also the factor matrices are sparse. This requirement has motivated many new matrix decomposition methods and many modifications of the existing methods. 
PROPOSED METHOD
COMPUTING THE INTERSECTIONS
A solution to the problem of finding all the concepts based on the fact that every concept extent is the intersection of attribute extents and every concept intent is the intersection of object intents then generates the possible set of concepts.
Algorithm for O-Intersect
Step-1:-Input the context (O,A,I ).
Step-2:-Concepts(C) are drawn for each X and Y
Step-3: -Loop
If for a given set of Attributes (Y) for each Object(X) I= {Y } ∩ *X *X={attributes of the object} If I" is disjoint from any concept intent in Concept(C) then C= C U {(I",I)} Next Object(X)
OUTLINE OF OUR APPROACH USING MATRIX FACTORIZATION
A formal context may be depicted as |O| X |A| binary matrix ,where the objects of O form a row and the attributes A form a column which are represented by 1/0 whether the attribute is there or not.Dimensionality reduction methods are another mathematical models used.
For example consider a formal context in which, Objects (X)={ x 1 ,x 2 …x n } ∈ Animals and Birds Attributes(Y)={ feathers, eggs, airborne, aquatic, predator, backbone, . breathes, legs} By Boolean Matrix Factorization formal concepts R are obtained by a product of two or more matrices through matrix factorizing R means mapping the objects and attributes to a common latent factor.
For a real-time zoo dataset containing objects and attributes have been classified into different categories considering the animal objects(42) and birds objects(21) and 8 attributes the number of concepts that are generated are 17 as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Fig.2 Editor
In the above figure shows the context of Birds and Animals where objects (Birds and Animals) and the attributes are the properties describing them . The Object Intersection in the ij position in the context editor indicates the object I is described by the attribute j. For instance , for object Chicken in ith row contains attributes such as feathers ,eggs, airborne ,backbone, breathes, legs etc. If the object has the attribute then it is denoted by "X" and does not exhibit the property by "Null" space. Above lattice obtained after the decomposition of the data by reduced labeling using the matrix factorization. The attributes of relevant are taken in consideration while leaving the irrelevant weak attributes. The attributes are factored by placing them into F1 and F2 factors in such a way that a new lattice is obtained contains all the information as the previous or prior lattice without any loss of information .Some of the attributes that common in both the objects share the attributes are strongly connected with each other .
The Object Intersection of these objects from the above lattice depicts that Ostrich lies in the group of Birds and Animals .As in the previous fig.2 lattice we obtained 17 contexts by BMF but after Factorization a new lattice is obtained containing 6 contexts by reduced labeling where knowledge is derived from the dataset
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
By plotting the Attributes verses Concepts after the reduced labeling it is observed that the when attributes are factored the number of concepts are also reduced which indicates symmetry in the data. 
CONCLUSION:
BMF is a strong data mining technique, when data is binary, consider BMF(Boolean matrix factorization ) helps to decompose the data by reduced dimensions where factors tell something about the data and their association among them and knowledge derived from the lattice. A summary of the findings is as follows:
 BMF based FCA is computationally easy by reduced dimensions  Knowledge derived from the BMF-FCA based reduced context is able to extract all the object intersections
